Nonlinear pattern dynamics for design
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Highly ordered patterns can emerge from nonequilibrium systems. When a fluid of low viscosity, for
instance, is driven hard enough into a fluid of high viscosity, an instability will develop at its interface,
generating branch-like fractal growth. The fluidic structures that emerge contain meaningful
information, and represent a naturally-assembled material solution responsive to a set of spatial and
physical constraints. Here, we demonstrate nonlinear multifluid systems as material computers –
capable of self-organizing as dynamic, geometrically-optimized, and functional architectures. We
elucidate conditions that underlie nonequilibrium pattern formation in a multifluid arena, and identify
relevant control parameters to develop a series of potentially desirable structures – for design
applications in wearable heat-exchangers, fluid-transport devices, and adaptive building facades.
Ultimately, we propose a fluidic paradigm in design – where careful control over the conditions for
growth enables the self-organization of functional liquid and gas phase materials with architectural,
engineering, and construction applications.

Main Text
Emerging pattern dynamics have fascinated physicists for decades (1). Ordered patterns can evolve
within a non-equilibrium, open system if driven to instability, where driving forces sustain periodic
regularity and symmetry. Non-equilibrium pattern emergence is ubiquitous in nature (2); instability
underlies the morphology of snowflake crystals (3, 4), bacterial colonies and microorganisms (5, 6),
retinal vessels (7), and materials that undergo solidification (8-11) and electrodeposition (12-14)
processes.
Among the most famous emerging pattern phenomena is known as viscous fingering, where finger-like
instabilities develop at the interface between a pair of fluids, when a fluid of lower viscosity is driven
into a fluid of higher viscosity with pressure (15-17). This fingering event was often observed in oil wells,
where unstable interfacial dynamics provoked pressure-induced water branching, hampering oil
extraction efficiency (16). Most commonly, viscous fingering is studied within a Hele-Shaw cell – a quasitwo-dimensional venue for fluid flow – in which a high-viscosity fluid is bound tightly by two closelyspaced rigid plates. When a fluid of lower viscosity is introduced into the space between plates,
displacing the existing fluid under pressure, the perturbations in fluid flow at the multifluid interface
develop into fractal branching structures.
While this mechanism has provoked interest among both experimental and mathematical physicists (1521), the engineering and design implications of the emerging morphologies have only scarcely been
explored (22). The fractal bifurcations that develop through viscous fingering obey Murray’s Law for
laminar flow – as a parent branch splits, its radius cubed is equal to the sum of its daughter branch radii
cubed – a network structure that is optimized for transport efficiency (23, 24). We speculate that this
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embedded material intelligence – a fluid that is able to compute transport-optimized networks – can be
highly beneficial for the design of several multiscale mass-transport systems (22). Additionally, we
speculate that viscous fingering can be controlled actively and reversibly, to develop switchable pattern
morphologies over large planar areas. The chemistry of a fluid can be simply tuned, and we imagine that
spatial pattern adjustments over time can be used to adaptively control spectroscopic behaviors for a
range of opto-regulatory systems (25, 26).
Here, we introduce viscous fingering as a mechanism for design. We demonstrate our preliminary
efforts to tune, and abstractly model, the branching instability over a range of control parameters. And
we emphasize three such promising efforts – where we leverage fluids to (a) compute quasi-shortestwalks, (b) actively control visual and infrared light transmission through building membranes, and (c)
develop as transport-optimized heat-exchange devices.

Figure 1. Plate-separation instability as a mechanism to self-assemble fluid transportation networks.
(a-c) Experimental methodology and emergence of patterning. (d) Photographs of experiment shown at
increasing video frames.
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Figure 2. Comparing networks generated using plate-separation instability (material computation)
with networks generated digitally (digital computation). (a) Photographs of experiment shown at
increasing video frames. (b) Resulting material computation of network. (c-d) Digitally-generated
shortest-walk network from arbitrary central point. (e-g) Networks generated using plate-separation
instability are morphologically similar to self-assembled networks in nature. Image in (g) from (27).
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Figure 3. Characterization of networks generated using plate-separation instability. (a) Photographs of
resulting networks produced via plate-separation experiment, with increasing plate-separation forces.
(b) Digitization of paths for networks photographed in (a). (c) Digitization of nodes (path end points) for
networks photographed in (a). (d) Self-assembled network cost (normalized to largest cost) as a function
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of experimental driving energy (plate-separating weight). (e) Number of nodes in self-assembled
network as a function of experimental driving energy (plate-separating weight). (f) Number of nodes in
self-assembled network as a function of self-assembled network cost (normalized to largest cost).

Figure 4. Comparing performance of self-assembled material network to digitally-generated networks.
(a) Photographs of resulting networks produced via plate-separation experiment, with increasing plateseparation forces. (b) Digitization of nodes (path end points) for networks photographed in (a). (c)
Digitization of paths for self-assembled networks photographed in (a). (d) Digital computation of
minimum spanning tree network between nodes produced in (c). (e) Digital computation of branching
tree network between nodes produced in (c). (f-h) Comparing performance between network types. (h)
Self-assembled network has much lower travel time per unit cost than minimum spanning tree.
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Figure 5. Reversible viscous fingering for active optical control in building windows. (a-c)
Demonstration of reversible fluid injection mechanism within confined fluidic window layer. (d)
Photographs showing experimental pigmented fluid injection and contraction within confined fluid
window layer.
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Figure 6. Reversible viscous fingering can change light transmission through building windows. (a)
Photographs showing experimental pigmented fluid injection and contraction within confined fluid
window layer. (b) Interior light intensity measured behind cell over time, corresponding to pigmented
fluid injection and contraction sequence shown in (a). (c) Experimental apparatus for measured light
intensity data in (b).
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Figure 7. Viscous fingering can be used for injection molding of efficient wearable structures. (a-c)
Experimental setup to produce branched structures within soft materials. (d-f) Photographs of
corresponding experiments, where two different prototypes are produced with different degrees of
branching (branch thickness can be controlled experimentally). Methodology described more in (22).
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Figure 8. Applications of viscous fingering injection molding mechanism. (a) Photograph of wearable
fluidic material, capable of human thermoregulation. (b) Photographs of sodium acetate crystallization,
with corresponding thermal energy release, within soft branching structure. Image in (a) from (22).
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